Every once in a while we put together a system that is not only well matched, but is actually more than the sum of its parts. By combining the Harman Kardon 630 am/fm stereo receiver with the walnut encased large Advent loudspeakers we come up with an extraordinarily handsome system that performs incredibly. The Harman Kardon (selling for the fair trade price of $360) has two separate power sources which enables the full-range Advents to perform somewhere above their usual outstanding level. With 60 watts rms, the 630 is a powerful receiver. Its tuner is very clean and its control facilities are ample. The Miracord 620u automatic turntable is a dependable instrument that is considerate of your records while adding only inaudible distortion to the music signal. Included is an ADC 90Q induced magnetic cartridge, base and dustcover.

The omnidirectional EPI 75 "Microtower" loudspeakers provide a maximum of sound quality at an astounding low cost. You will find their pedestal-like design a refreshing departure from the conventional. The Sherwood 7050 am/fm stereo receiver is also of outstanding design and performance for receivers in its price range. It provides 20 watts rms which is adequate for the very efficient EPI's to fill your listening area with beautiful 360° stereo sound. Advanced circuitry in the Sherwood’s tuner section results in sensitive and clean fm reception. Its control section facilities include a loudness switch and tape monitoring controls. An accurate and light tracking turntable is necessary to get the most from your records. Manual cueing helps all so. You will find the BSR 310x to be satisfactory and we’ve included a Shure cartridge, base and dustcover. This Tower of Sound system has everything except a towering price.